
Giveaway: Dress Up Your Nails
for  Date  Night  with  OPI’s
Brazil Collection!

This post is sponsored by OPI. 

By Louisa Gonzales

Winter is coming to a close, and spring is almost here. Soon,
it will be time to put away those scarves and coats and bust
out your tank tops and cut-off shorts. Your choice of clothes
doesn’t have to be the only thing that changes: Try spicing up
your manicures and pedicures too! OPI’s new Brazil collection
will help brighten up your style and make your nails and toes
stand out in a crowd. Best of all, CupidsPules.com is giving
away this amazing collection to one lucky reader.

OPI is the renowned world leader in professional nail care and
provides  only  the  best  quality  of  products  for  their
customers. Along with being affordable, the nail colors are
luxuriously rich, chip resistant, and long-lasting. Once you
try these polishes, you’ll never go back to plain and dull
nails again!

The OPI Brazil collection brings together a pallatte that
reminds you of the colorful, tropical rain forests and sunny,
sandy  beaches  of  paradise.  The  box  set  includes  12  nail
lacquers with fashionable colors ranging from bright hues of
red, pink, coral, orange, and yellow to earthy tones of taupe,
sienna, mocha, and jungle green. With so many choices, you’ll
be sure to find a polish that can work for any outfit and
occasion.
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When it comes to impressing your man on date night, this
collection will add the extra pop of color to your little
black dress or dark skinny jeans. Show your confident side
with colors such as Toucan Do It If You Try, a bright orange
that will grab your beau’s attention. Or light up the room by
using Just Can’t Cope-acabana, a bright yellow that’s fun and
will make you shine. With these polishes, you’ll look cute for
whatever adventure comes your way.

GIVEAWAY  ALERT:  To  enter  this  giveaway,
email  cupid@cupidspulse.com  with  your  full  name,  address,
email, and daytime phone number BEFORE 5 p.m. EST on Monday,
May 5th. In the subject line, please write “OPI.” You can
enter the contest only once. Good luck! 

This giveaway is now closed.

Open to US residents only.
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